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Abstract
The Kaldnes HYBASTM(Hybrid Biofilm Activated-Sludge) wastewater treatment pro-
cess consists of two fairly well understood processes: Activated-Sludge (AS) and the
Moving-Bed Biofilm Reactor (MBBRTM). For both of which, but especially Activated-
Sludge, there is broad selection of literature describing the operation and dimensioning
of these systems. In HYBAS it is important to understand the interaction between
the biofilm and the suspended sludge and to have a method of dimensioning the entire
system. Prof. Hallvard Ødegaard at NTNU proposed a model for the HYBAS system
formulated as a 15-step calculation method, partly based on experience, but with a focus
on being logical and intuitive. This model is analysed for consistency with literature.
Minor modifications which improve the accuracy and generalize the model are proposed.
The model is implemented into an Excel workbook to allow experimentation for further
development of the model. An analysis of the model components against a real-world
pilot experiment is attempted, but with significant problems. Some consistency with
the model is proven, but strong disagreement with the model is also identified, with
reservations.
Sammendrag
Kaldnes HYBASTM(Hybrid Biofilm Activated-Sludge) avløpsvann-renseprosess består
av to prosesser som er relativt godt forstått: Aktivslam (AS) og Moving-Bed Biofilm
Reactor (MBBRTM), biofilm med bevegelige bærere. Det finnes en stor del litteratur,
men spesielt for Aktivslam, som beskriver virkemåten og dimensjoneringsprosedyrer for
de to systemene. For HYBAS er det viktig å få kunnskap om hvordan biofilm inter-
akterer med aktivslammet og å danne en metode for dimensjonering av en fullstendig
HYBAS prosess. Professor Hallvard Ødegaard ved NTNU har foreslått en modell for
HYBAS, formulert som en 15-stegs utregnings-prosedyre, delvis basert på erfaringsdata,
men med vekt på å være logisk og intuitiv. Denne modellen er analysert for overenstem-
melse med litteraturen. Små modifikasjoner som forbedrer nøyaktigheten og generalis-
erer modellen er foreslått. Modellen er implementert i et Excel regneark for å muliggjøre
eksperimentering og videre utvikling av modellen. En analyse av enkelte komponenter av
modellen mot data fra et pilot-anlegg er forsøkt, men med betydelige problemer. Noen
gode overenstemmelser med modellen blir vist, men også sterke uoverenstemmelser med
modellen blir identifisert, med forbehold.
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Nomenclature
AS Activated Sludge
BOD Biochemical Oxygen Demand
COD Chemical Oxygen Demand
DO Dissolved Oxygen
Qin Flowrate influent
QRL Flowrate Return Liquor
QRS Flowrate Return Sludge
RAS Return Activated Sludge
RL Return Liquor
RS Return Sludge
SCOD Soluble Chemical Oxygen Demand
SP Sludge Production
SRT Solids Retention Time
TCOD Total Chemical Oxygen Demand
TKN Total Kjeldal Nitrogen
TSS Total Suspended Solids
VSS Volatile Suspended Solids
Greek symbols
ΦDN COD consumption, denitrification
ΦO2 COD consumption, endogenous respiration
ΦSP COD consumption, cell growth
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µ specific growth rate
νDN nitrogen consumption by denitrification
µm maximum specific growth rate
νTotal total nitrogen consumption
Π Sludge Production
Θ coefficient of temperature-activity
θ hydraulic retention time
θc mean cell-residence time
Latin symbols
BBOD BOD load
CBOD BOD concentration
fN fraction of nitrogen in biomass
FT temperature correction factor
k constant, see equation (2.35)
kd endogenous decay coefficient
Ks half-velocity constant
mbiofilm mass of biofilm
n reaction order constant, see equation (2.35)
Q influent flowrate
Qe eﬄuent flowrate
Qw waste flowrate
r20 rate at temperature 20
rd endogenous decay rate
rDN rate of denitrification
rg rate of growth
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r
′
g net growth rate
rn nitrification rate
rsu substrate utilization rate
rT rate at temperature T
S concentration of growth-limiting substrate
Seff eﬄuent substrate concentration
Sin influent substrate concentration
Sn rate-determining constant, see equation (2.35)
T Temperature
UDN specific denitrification rate
U
′
DN actual denitrification rate
V Volume
VDN Volume of denitrification tank
V n volume of nitrification tank
X concentration of microorganisms
Xe solids concentration in eﬄuent
XL MLSS concentration
Xr solids concentration in return line
Y maximum yield coefficient
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1. Introduction
Municipal and industrial wastewater is a cocktail of different chemicals, bacteria and
viruses and as such it is necessary to treat the water before entering natural water
reservoirs. Nutrients, mainly phosphorous and nitrogen, must be minimized in order
to avoid algae-blooming, leading to eutrophication, pathogens and chemicals must be
removed to protect plants and animals. Basically the wastewater should not affect the
recipient environment in any way.
Wastewater treatment methods include mechanical, chemical and biological techniques;
Mechanical treatment removes relatively large particulate matter (down to 0.1-0.2 mm),
by sedimentation or filters, for instance.
Chemical treatment involves addition of chemical agents that result in precipitation
and flocculation of dissolved and colloidal matter, creating larger, readily
separated, particles.
Biological treatment is the application of microorganisms that make use of dissolved
and particulate matter in their metabolism and/or cell growth, resulting in
simpler molecules and fresh cell mass (biological sludge).
It is the use of biological treatment that is of special focus in this report, and more
specifically the treatment process known as HYBASTM 1. There are several biologi-
cal treatment processes, but they are commonly of either the Activated-Sludge (AS)
or Biofilm type. The HYBAS process incorporates two common processes, namely
Activated-Sludge, and the Moving BedTMbiofilm plastic carriers. The two methods
are applied in one tank, enabling the upgrade of Activated-Sludge plants by filling the
tank with biofilm carriers, thus having biofilm carriers suspended in Activated-Sludge.
The movement of the carriers is actuated by either air bubbles in the case of aerobic
tanks, or by propellers in anaerobic tanks.
The HYBAS process is developed to effectively increase the nitrification rate and im-
prove tolerance towards loading spikes. Costs of HYBAS upgrades typically includes
installation of aeration tubing and sifts to contain the biocarriers within the reactor.
When upgrading plants, the total volume available already needs not be expanded, but
the volume might need to be partioned, depending on the what kind of treatment is
needed in the HYBAS plant.
The Activated-Sludge process is a well-known and well understood process, described in
detail in various literature. The Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor (MBBR) process, however,
1HYBASTM is patented and trademarked by AnoxKaldnes AS
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is more recently developed and thus not as well documented. Still, given that biofilm
processes in general have been in use for decades, it is considered a well-known process
and the unique characteristics fully developed. Plant dimensioning procedures for both
processes are available. The HYBAS process, though, does not have a solid foundation
for dimensioning and experiments have shown that there is an interaction between the
suspended biofilm and the suspended solids that is not fully mapped or understood.
Professor Hallvard Ødegaard of the Department of Hydraulic and Environmental En-
gineering at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology, developed a dimen-
sioning model for HYBAS which has proven to be popular internationally because of its
logic and intuitive outline. The model is in its early stages and must be further tested
and developed, which is the motivation of this project.
The scope of this report is defined as
• Presentation of biological wastewater treatment
• Presentation and discussion of the HYBAS model
• Development of an Excel spreadsheet implementing the HYBAS model
• Analysis of data from a HYBAS pilot-plant with testing and evaluation of the
model
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2. Biological wastewater treatment
Biological wastewater treatment basically involves supplying microorganisms (primarily
bacteria) with nutrients and energy for their growth, resulting in purified water and
biological sludge. The primary function of this treatment process is to convert the
organic matter and/or other constituents of the wastewater into cell growth or gaseous
end-products. By promoting certain bacterial cultures, controlling oxygen and nutrients
balances, the microorganisms can be targeted to specifically remove ammonium (by
conversion to nitrite and nitrate, called nitrification) and nitrates into nitrogen gas (by
de-nitrification). Specific combinations of anaerobic and aerobic reactors can be used
to remove phosphorous as well, but this is not considered within the report. Biological
treatment processes are typically divided into aerobic and anaerobic, meaning the process
either has access to oxygen or not. Additionally, processes are subdivided into suspended-
growth or attached-growth processes or the combination of both.
Suspended-growth processes promote the microorganisms to congregate into flocs which
are suspended in the liquid. The flocs have a high surface area and good
penetration of nutrients and oxygen. Air blowers or jets are used to supply
aerobic tanks with oxygen and, importantly, provides convective flow pat-
terns that transports and mixes the organisms with nutrients to maintain
homogeneous and effective treatment. In anaerobic reactors the same effect
is provides by propellers. The Activated-Sludge process, presented in section
2.3, is a commonly used suspended-growth process and of special focus in
this report.
Attached-growth processes allow the microorganisms to grow on inert surfaces, including
rocks and special ceramic or plastic materials. Bacteria attach to the surface
by producing a polymer that acts like a glue and envelopes the bacteria,
growing a biofilm. More on biofilms and attached-growth processes in the
section 2.4 on the MBBR process.
One important use of these processes is the removal of organic nitrogen by a process
known as nitrification and denitrification which results in organically bound nitrogen in
the wastewater being converted to gaseous nitrogen which escapes into air, where it does
no harm to the environment. The nitrogen transformation within a biological treatment
process including nitrification and denitrification is shown in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1.: Transformation of organic nitrogen in a biological process
2.1. Nitrification
Nitrification is the conversion of ammonia into nitrite and nitrate. Two bacteria genera
are responsible for this two-step process; Nitrosomonas and Nitrobacter. Nitrosomonas
oxidizes ammonia into nitrites, but as nitrites are consumed by neighboring Nitrobacter
to form nitrates, nitrite is considered an intermediate product and the total reaction
equation shows no nitrite build-up.
For Nitrosomonas we can write the (simplified) equation:
55 NH+4 + 76 O2 + 109 HCO−3 −−→ C5H7O2N + 54 NO−2 + 57 H2O + 104 H2CO3 (2.1)
For Nitrobacter, we can write:
400 NO−2 + NH+4 + 4 H2CO3 + HCO−3 + 195 O2 −−→ C5H7O2N + 3 H2O + 400 NO−3
(2.2)
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Note here that the the cell mass is modeled as C5H7O2N, a simple molecule equivalent
in constituents to the complex cell structure. These equations shows that approximately
4.3mg O2 is needed per mg of ammonia-nitrogen oxidized.
Limiting factors
Nitrifying bacteria are sensitive creatures which need optimal conditions to grow healthily.
The following factors influence growth considerably:
• High ammonia and nitrous acid concentrations will limit nitrification
• Optimally a pH within 7.5 to 8.6, but bacteria colonies can acclimatise to lower
pH levels
• Temperature
• Dissolved Oxygen concentration must be higher than 1 mg/L.
– The limiting DO level is higher for an attached-growth process than in suspended-
growth. More on this in section 2.4.2.
2.2. Denitrification
Denitrification is the process in which microorganisms convert nitrate (NO−3 ) into molec-
ular nitrogen (N2). This is generally regarded as a two-step process where nitrate is
reduced to nitrite (NO−2 ), and nitrite is reduced to molecular nitrogen. The bacteria
involved makes use of organic compounds for energy and carbon and utilize nitrate and
nitrite as electron acceptors, instead of oxygen, thus this process is a modification of the
aerobic process, and is therefore called anoxic. The carbon source will in many cases
need to be externally supplied, by addition of methanol, glycerol, ethanoic acid etc. ’In-
ternal’ carbon source means the use of organic compounds in the wastewater or sludge
itself.
The following reactions exemplify the 2-stage denitrification process, using methanol as
carbon source:
3 NO−3 + CH3OH −−→ 3 NO−2 + CO2 + 2 H2O
2 NO−2 + CH3OH −−→ N2 + CO2 + H2O + 2 OH−
total:
6 NO−3 + 5 CH3OH −−→ 3 N2 + 5 CO2 + 7 H2O + 6 OH− (2.3)
If an internal carbon source is used (simplified to C18H19O9N), and the production
of bacteria (biomass, simplified to C5H7O2N) is included, we get the following total
denitrification reaction:
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0.65 C18H19O9N + 4.89 NO−3 + 4.89 H+ −−→ C5H7O2N + 2.27 N2 + 6.70 CO2 + 5.12 H2O
(2.4)
2.3. Activated Sludge (AS)
Activated Sludge is a suspended-growth process in which an “activated” mass of mi-
croorganisms is sustained within the reactor by recycling. There are several possible
configurations of the AS process; in a single-stage system one reactor will perform both
conversion of organic carbon and nitrification, typically followed by a settling tank from
which “Return Activated Sludge” is transported back to the reactor. Alternatively, two
separate reactors can be used, so that one reactor primarily removes large portions of the
organic material before entering the nitrifying reactor. However, this requires individual
settling tanks to return sludge to each reactor and makes it a costly option.
2.3.1. Kinetics
Growth rate
The net growth of microorganisms is evaluated by a few simple equations. The rate of
growth of a bacterial culture can be expressed by
rg = µX (2.5)
where
rg rate of growth, mass per unit time and volume
µ specific growth rate, time−1
X concentration of bacteria, mass per unit volume
When the growth is substrate-limited, for example by ammonia, the substrate will be
depleted and growth will cease. The Monod-expression has been experimentally shown
to fit well:
µ = µm
S
Ks + S
(2.6)
where
µm maximum specific growth rate, time−1
S concentration of growth-limiting substrate, mass per unit volume
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Ks half-velocity constant; substrate constant at one half of the maximum growth
rate, mass per unit volume
Thus the growth rate can be written
rg =
µmXS
Ks + S
(2.7)
The amount of substrate consumed to produce a certain amount of bacterial cell mass
can be defined as:
rsu = − µmXS
Y (Ks + S)
(2.8)
where
rsu substrate utilization rate, mass per unit time and volume
Y maximum yield coefficient, mass cell produced per mass substrate consumed
By substituting µm/Y with the constant k in equation 2.8 we can write:
rsu = − kXS
Ks + S
(2.9)
Endogenous decay must be taken into account when evaluating the net growth of cells,
as not all cells are in the state of growth at all times. An endogenous decay rate can be
defined as
rd = −kdX (2.10)
where
rd endogenous decay rate, mass per unit time and volume
kd endogenous decay coefficient, time−1
X concentration of bacteria, mass per unit volume
We can then write the net growth rate of cells as
r
′
g =
µmXS
KS + S
− kdX (2.11)
r
′
g = −Y rsu − kdX (2.12)
where
r
′
g net growth rate of bacterial cells, mass per unit time and volume
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Temperature effects
Temperature has a profound influence on the growth rate of bacteria, not only by af-
fecting the metabolism of cells, but by changing gas diffusion rates and sludge settling
quality. The temperature dependence for a biological process is written:
rT = r20Θ(T−20) (2.13)
where
rT rate at temperature T
r20 rate at temperature of 20 ◦C
Θ coefficient of temperature-activity
Mass balance
This section describes the mass balance of the substrate and bacteria for a complete-mix
reactor with recycling, as shown in figure 2.2. This is a typical single-stage Activated-
Sludge system which recycles sludge to sustain solids and wastes net growth from the
recycle line.
Reactor,X1 Clarifier,X2
Qin+Qr,X1
Qw,XwQr,X r
Qin,Xin Qeff,X2
Figure 2.2.: Single-stage Activated Sludge process
There are a few assumptions about this model:
1. There are no microorganisms in the influent wastewater.
2. Negligible nitrification and oxidization occurs in the settling unit (clarifier).
3. In the calculation of the mean cell-residence time, only the volume of the reactor
is included.
The mean cell-residence time, which expresses the mean time a bacteria is kept within
the system, is defined as the mass of solids in the reactor, divided by the mass of solids
removed from the system per day:
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θc =
X · V
QeXe +QwXr
(2.14)
where
θc mean cell-residence time
X solids concentration in reactor
V volume of reactor
Qe eﬄuent flowrate (influent flowrate − waste flowrate)
Xe solids concentration in eﬄuent
Qw flowrate of the wasted solids from the return line
Xr solids concentration in return line
The mass balance of the system can be written as follows:
dX
dt
V = QinXin − (QeXe +QwXr) + V · r′g (2.15)
Now we can apply the assumption of zero microorganisms in the influent (Xin = 0),
and steady-state condition (dXdt = 0), while also substituting the growth rate r
′
g with
equation 2.12:
QwX +QeXe
V ·X = −Y
rsu
X
− kd (2.16)
The left-hand side of this equation is the inverse of equation 2.14, 1θc :
1
θc
= −Y rsu
X
− kd (2.17)
The rate of substrate consumption, rsu is determined by a simple evaluation of the
substrate concentration difference over the system, from influent to eﬄuent:
rsu = −QSin − Seff
V
(2.18)
where
Sin,Seff substrate concentration in influent and eﬄuent, respectively, mass per unit
volume
Q influent flowrate
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With the hydraulic retention time for the reactor, defined as θ = VQ , we can express the
mass concentration of the bacteria, X by substituting eq. 2.18 into eq. 2.17:
X = θc
θ
· Y (Sin − Seff)1 + kdθc (2.19)
By evaluating a substrate balance as well, we can find the substrate concentration in the
eﬄuent:
Seff =
Ks(1 + kdθc)
θc(kY − kd)− 1 (2.20)
The observed, or actual, yield coefficient is then
Yobs =
Y
1 + kdθc
(2.21)
2.3.2. Dimensioning for nitrification
A common practice for determining necessary reactor volumes for an Activated-Sludge
system is to set a desired sludge age, θc and determine the sludge production based on
this. Sludge production is a result several mechanisms, for example:
1. Heterotrophic growth, from the conversion of organic matter
2. Autotrophic growth, from nitrification
3. Non-biodegradable suspended solids, from the influent wastewater
4. Chemical precipitation
The actual BOD and nitrification yield coefficients varies with sludge age and tempera-
ture, but as an example one can set constant coefficients for a preliminary study:
Π = 0.4 · SSin + 0.6 · BOD5,in + 0.15 ·NH4−Nconsumed + 3
g SS
g Fe/m3
(2.22)
where each factor is the yield coefficient and
Π Sludge Production
Another method of determining the sludge production rate is proposed in the German
standard ATV-A 131, which is dependent on temperature, influent BOD and Suspended
Solids concentrations. It also dependent on the sludge age, which means that sludge
production and sludge age are implicit, but can easily be solved by iteration.
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Π = BBOD ·
(
0.75 + 0.6 · XSS
CBOD
− (1− 0.2) · 0.17 · 0.75 · θc · FT1 + 0.17 · θc · FT
)
FT = 1.072(T−15)
⇓
Π = BBOD ·
(
0.75 + 0.6 · XSS
CBOD
− 0.102 · θc · 1.072
(T−15)
1 + 0.17 · θc · 1.072(T−15)
)
(2.23)
θc =
Vn ·XL
Π (2.24)
Π sludge production [kg/d]
BBOD BOD load [kg (BOD5)/d]
XSS concentration of Suspended Solids in inlet [mg/L = g/m3]
CBOD concentration of BOD in inlet [g/m3]
FT temperature correction factor
θc sludge age (mean cell-residence time) [d]
Vn volume of nitrification tank
[
m3
]
XL concentration of MLSS (in reactor) [kg/m3]
A design concentration of suspended solids in the nitrifying reactor (MLSS, XL) must be
fed into the equation. Finally a recursive relationship with the reactor volume is required
to solve this equation set. The volume is found from the definition of the sludge age, see
eq. 2.14:
Vn =
θc ·Π
XL
(2.25)
2.3.3. Dimensioning for denitrification
This section will briefly describe the method of determining necessary volume of a den-
itrifying AS reactor and will narrowly cover only single-stage combined sludge as pre-
denitrification.
Combined sludge refers to the ability of an Activated-Sludge to perform several tasks
simultaneously, such as bulk BOD removal, nitrification and denitrification. In this
case, the AS reactor discussed will perform BOD-removal and denitrification by . Pre-
denitrification involves the placement of the denitrifying reactor upstream of the serially
connected nitrification reactor and pumping nitrified wastewater up to the denitrification
reactor. By this method the DN-reactor will be supplied with organic matter from the
raw wastewater and nitrates in the return liquid from the N-reactor.
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Prerequisites for denitrification
To sustain denitrification, ammonium must have been converted to nitrates and an
adequate amount of carbonaceous organic matter must be present for the conversion of
nitrates to nitrogen gas. To check whether there is enough carbon present, the C/N
ratio is defined as:
C/N = kg CODsolublekg NOx−N
(2.26)
where
NOx−N nitrates to be consumed in denitrification reactor
Naturally it also viable to use BOD instead of CODsoluble here, as BOD more precisely
reflects the readily available carbon. However, it is important to realize that the denitri-
fication rate depends on the biodegradability of the organic material. It is reasonable to
assume that when only using wastewater as the carbon source, soluble organic material
is primarily consumed, before particulate material is hydrolyzed and can be used in the
denitrification.
The denitrification consumes organic matter (COD) by three mechanisms:
1. Conversion of nitrates to N2, denitrification, ΦDN
2. Sludge Production (cell growth), ΦSP
3. Endogenous respiration, ΦO2
where Φ denotes the consumption of COD. These are defined as:
ΦDN = 2.86 kg COD/kg NO3−Nremoved (2.27)
ΦSP = Y · (kg CODsubstrate) (2.28)
ΦO2 = 1 kg COD/kg O2 (2.29)
ΦTotal = ΦDN + ΦSP + ΦO2 (2.30)
where
Y yield coefficient kg CODbiomasskg CODsubstrate
The amount of nitrogen that will be removed in denitrification is the sum of the deni-
trification itself, and assimilation of nitrogen into the cell growth:
νTotal = νDN + ΦSP · fN (2.31)
where
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Carbon source UDN,
g NO3−N
g VSS d T , ◦C
Methanol 0.21-0.32 25
Methanol 0.12-0.90 20
Wastewater 0.03-0.11 15-27
Endogenous metabolism 0.017-0-048 12-20
Table 2.1.: Specific denitrification rates for different carbon sources
νTotal Total nitrogen consumption in denitrification process
νDN Nitrogen consumption by conversion (denitrification)
fN Fraction of nitrogen in biomass (typically 0.07 kg Nkg CODbiomass )
The C/N ratio necessary for denitrification is then
C/N = ΦTotal/νTotal (2.32)
Denitrification rate
Metcalf & Eddy proposes the following denitrification rate1:
U
′
DN = UDN · 1.09(T−20)(1−DO) (2.33)
where
U
′
DN Actual denitrification rate
UDN Specific denitrification rate
T Temperature [◦C]
DO Dissolved Oxygen in reactor
[mg
L
]
The actual denitrification rate is obviously dependent on temperature and oxygen con-
centration. The denitrification process, as described in section 2.2, is anoxic and accord-
ing to this model the denitrification rate will linearly decrease to zero with increasing
DO up to 1 mgL . Additionally, the specific denitrification rate is dependent on the source
of organic content available to the bacteria, see table 2.1.
Given an incoming wastewater to a denitrification reactor at a temperature of 15 ◦C and
using the lower end of the “wastewater rate” in table 2.1, equation 2.33 yields:
1Metcalf & Eddy [1], pp. 712-713
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U
′
DN = 0.03 · 1.09(15−20) = 0.019
[g NO3−N
g VSS d
]
(2.34)
Prof. Ødegaard in [2] presents various methods of determining denitrification rate, based
on experience from pilot plants in Denmark and Sweden and the German ATV-standard.
According to Danish standards, a “good” wastewater, containing large amounts of easily
biodegradable organic matter, a denitrification rate of 1 mg NO3−Ng VSS h = 0.024
g NO3−N
g VSS d is a
commonly used value, assuming a C/N ratio > 4.04.5 kg BOD5kg Ndenitrified .
2.4. Moving Bed Biofilm Reactor (MBBR)
The MBBRTMprocess is a recently developed biofilm process originally developed and
patented by the company Kaldnes Miljøteknologi, now known as Krüger Kaldnes AS.
The MBBR is based on small plastic carriers on which the biofilm grows. These carriers
provide a very high surface area and enables complete mixing of the liquid and carriers
to provide a homogeneous distribution of nutrients and biofilm alike, as their efficient
density (with biofilm attached) is very similar to water. A sketch of typical biocarrier
designs is seen in figure 2.3, with a Chip-type on the left and a K-type carrier on the
right. The Chip design provides a higher specific surface area, but is more expensive to
produce, so in many cases it is more economical to use a K-type carrier, while providing
the necessary treatment.
Figure 2.3.: Sketch of typical biofilm carrier design
2.4.1. Biofilm
In an attached-growth process, the bacteria grow into a “film” on a surface. When the
bacteria encounter a surface, they attach and start producing an Extracellular polymeric
substance (EPS), a polysaccharide, which envelops the bacteria, allowing them to form
complex 3-dimensional structures, see figure 2.4. These “colonies” can contain many
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Figure 2.4.: Bacteria attaching to a surface
Figure 2.5.: Nitrobacter (red) grow onto clusters of Nitrosomonas (green).
different bacteria as well as fungi and other microorganisms. In the case of a nitrifying
biofilm, it is shown that the Nitrobacter, the nitrite-oxidizing bacteria, grow in clusters
around distinct clusters of Nitrosomonas, the ammonia-oxidizers, as roughly sketched in
figure 2.5 [3, 4] 2. This configuration leads to consumption of ammonia and oxygen at
the biofilm surface, and the simultaneous production and consumption of nitrite slightly
below the biofilm surface.
The rates of consumption associated with biofilm is completely dependent on the rate
at which nutrients, electron carriers and products can diffuse in and out of the biofilm,
or the actual EPS. Figure 2.6 shows a sketch of the ideal model used to describe the
behavior of a biofilm. In the biofilm itself there is only diffusive transport, as is the case
with a stagnant fluid film resting on the biofilm. Free-flowing fluid outside this film; the
wastewater liquid, transports the nutrients, carbon dioxide and oxygen, electron acceptor
and donor, through the fluid film and into the biofilm where the reaction takes place.
Since the consumption rate of a substrate can be higher than the diffusive transfer
rate, we can get limiting concentration profiles (substrate limited) inside the biofilm,
depending on the concentration of the substrate in the fluid phase and on the thickness
of the biofilm, and other factors, like the temperature influencing the metabolism of the
bacteria. If all substrates are in excess all the way to the bottom of the biofilm we have
2Observed in [5]
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Figure 2.6.: Simplified biofilm model
a “full penetration” and a biofilm limited condition.
2.4.2. Dimensioning for nitrification
There are three factors influencing the nitrification rate:
1. Organic matter loading, which influences the amount of nitrifying bacteria in the
biofilm
2. Oxygen concentration in the free liquid, which determines the penetration depth
of oxygen in the biofilm and limits the nitrification rate
3. Ammonium concentration in the free liquid, which also determines penetration
depth of ammonium and limits nitrification rate
It is problematic to estimate or define the depth of the biofilm, so it is common practice
to use the surface area available to the biofilm as a dimensioning parameter and the
nitrification rate for a biofilm is usually defined in the unit of g NH4−Nm2d .
Influence of organic load
Organic matter present in the wastewater increases the growth of heterotrophic matter
and will compete with the autotrophic, nitrifying, bacteria for oxygen. Higher organic
load leads to a thicker layer of heterotrophic bacteria in the biofilm and limits the
nitrification. Experiments have shown that the organic surface load should not be higher
than 10-15 g CODm2d (or 5-10
g BOD
m2d ) in order to avoid nitrification becoming limited by
organic matter, under the assumption that oxygen is not a limiting factor.
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Influence of oxygen and ammonium
As mentioned in section 2.1, the influence of oxygen on the nitrification rate is more pro-
found in an attached-growth process than suspended-growth, as a result of the diffusive
resistance in the biofilm. Normally, for an ammonium-concentration higher than 3 mg/L,
oxygen is the limiting factor.
The nitrification rate for a biofilm is given by the equation:
rn = k · (Sn)n (2.35)
where
rn nitrification rate,
[g NH4−N
m2d
]
k constant dependent on BOD load, i.e. the treatment process upstream the
MBBR reactor
Sn rate-determining ammonium concentration
n reaction order constant
The rate-determining ammonium concentration, Sn, is the lower value of two possibili-
ties:
1. Actual ammonium concentration in reactor
2. Transitional ammonium concentration, Sn,trans
The transitional ammonium concentration is the value at which point the nitrification
is no longer limited by ammonium, but of the oxygen in the reactor, as defined by the
following equation:
Sn,trans =
DO−DOdepletion
(DO/NH4−N)biofilm, transition
(2.36)
where
DO Dissolved Oxygen in the bulk liquid
DOdepletion DO depleted through the heterotrophic layer of the biofilm
The DO-to-ammonium ratio is that which occurs at the said transition from being limited
by ammonium to being oxygen-limited and is set to equal 3.2 according to literature
by Kaldnes. The DOdepletion will be influenced by BOD load and other factors that
determine the growth of the bacteria, but a good initial guess is to set it at 0.5 mg/L for
low soluble BOD concentrations, but can vary in the range of 0.52.0 mg/L. So equation
2.36 is simplified to:
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Sn,trans =
DO− 0.5 mg/L
3.2 (2.37)
So if the actual ammonium concentration in the reactor is higher than Sn,trans, then
Sn = Sn,trans, otherwise, Sn = actual ammonium concentration.
When the nitrification rate is known, and the required efficiency of the reactor is specified,
then the required surface area for the biofilm is known. The available area for the biofilm
is dependent on the type of plastic carrier used and how many. The bulk volume required
for the specified nitrification is then found by:
Volume =
(
nitrification rate
[g NH4−N
m2d
])
(
Specific area
[
m2
m3
])
·
(
Required removal rate
[g NH4−N
d
])
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3. The HYBAS model
The HYBAS model is intended as an intuitive approach to estimating the treatment
efficiency of a HYBAS process. When modeling the reactor containing both suspended
biofilm carriers and Activated-Sludge, the Suspended Solids and Biofilm are treated
separately, with best of knowledge applied to each system. One parameter connects
the MLSS and Biofilm, which reduces the nitrification rate in the biofilm, according to
experimental observations.
This section presents the entire HYBAS dimensioning model by detailed wording and
a few modifications from the original document by Prof. Hallvard Ødegaard. Small
typing errors and possible misunderstandings have been attempted to remedy. Some
brief comments on selected steps are included.
The model is to be interpreted as an example of a dimensioning procedure for a HYBAS
process, as this outline is not general in form. Figure 3.1 illustrates the process being
exemplified in this model:
• Untreated wastewater enters an Activated-Sludge denitrification reactor
• A hybrid nitrification reactor follows, with plastic biofilm carriers suspended in
Activated-Sludge
• Return Liquor is pumped from the eﬄuent of the second reactor, back to inlet of
the first reactor
• A settling tank separates sludge before the final system eﬄuent
• Return Activated-Sludge is pumped from the settling tank, back to the inlet of the
first reactor
De-nitrification Nitrification Settling
Return Activated Sludge
Return MLSS
Influent Effluent
Figure 3.1.: HYBAS process with denitrification and nitrification
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The entire dimensioning method, or algorithm, is divided into logical steps and the
original model as described by Prof. Ødegaard was completely uni-directional. That is,
the algorithm flowed from Step 1 to Step 15 with no back-tracking. Modifications to
the model breaks this work flow from Step 7, in order to incorporate new functions and
flexibility in the model. The practical implications of the directionality-break is minimal
since the model is implemented in an Excel spreadsheet.
Overview
1. Calculate amount of NH+4 −N and NO3−N that must be nitrified and denitrifed,
respectively.
2. Find necessary recycle ratios of RAS and RSS (Return Suspended Solids, from
eﬄuent of nitrification reactor) and determine amount of nitrate to be removed
in the denitrification tank, taking into account oxygen supply from RSS and the
effect this has on the denitrification rate.
3. Calculate organic material consumed during denitrification
4. Calculate total sludge production
5. Calculate denitrification-rate
6. Calculate volume of denitrification tank
7. Calculate volume of nitrification tank. Design changes break work flow here as this
step depends on information from future steps.
8. Determine nitrification rate of MLSS
9. Determine sludge age for the aerobic MLSS
10. Determine ammonium that can be removed by MLSS
11. Determine ammonium that must be removed by biofilm
12. Determine maximum nitrification rate of biofilm
13. Determine actual nitrification rate of biofilm
14. Determine required biofilm area
15. Determine filling fraction
3.1. Step 1
First we must define the allowed nitrogen content of the eﬄuent (or biological reactor
outlet). It is assumed that the total nitrogen content of the influent will be completely
converted to ammonia-nitrogen (NH4-N). Part of the nitrogen will also be assimilated
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at the amount of 0.04 kg Nkg BOD5,load . A user-specified criteria of Total Kjeldal Nitrogen
(TKN) in the eﬄuent can be specified in the model, but
NH4-Nnitrified = Tot Nin − 0.04 · BOD5,in (3.1)
NO3-Ndenitrified = NH4-Nnitrified −NO3-Nout − TKNeﬄuent (3.2)
Total Kjeldal Nitrogen (TKN) is the total amount of nitrogen in the form of ammonia
or organic nitrogen, as measured by the Kjeldal method1.
3.2. Step 2
In this step, we determine how much nitrate-nitrogen (NO3-N) and its equivalents (from
oxygen depletion) is to be consumed in the denitrification tank, depending on if we have
the denitrification tank before or after the processes that remove organic material.
3.2.1. Pre-denitrification
1. Necessary treatment efficiency
R = Tot Nin − Tot NoutTot Nin (3.3)
2. Total recirculation ratio:
r ≈ 11−R (3.4)
3. Return Sludge (RS) ratio:
rRS =
QRS
Qin
(3.5)
4. Mixed-Liquor Suspended Solids, Return Liquor (RL) ratio:
rRL =
QRL
Qin
= r − rRS (3.6)
And to clarify, we also define the flow rates of the RL and RS:
• QRL = rRL ·Qin
• QRS = rRS ·Qin
1The Kjeldal method implies the digestion of organic nitrogen and conversion into ammonia
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where Qin is the flow rate into the biological process train we are designing.
It assumed that the Return Sludge contains no oxygen. Oxygen in the recirculated
Mixed-Liquor will inhibit the denitrification process because the heterotrophic bacteria
prefer oxygen as the electron acceptor and thus they cannot perform denitrification
simultaneously. This makes it necessary to increase the volume of the denitrification
tank and this model resolves this by a “virtual” increase in the amount of NO3−N
that is to be consumed, on top of the nitrates from the nitrification tank. Oxygen
concentration in the recycled MLSS can be specified in the model as a fraction of the
oxygen content in the aerated tank; a typical value is 1/2.
• Oxygen depletion equivalents:
(NO3-N)O2 = rRL ·Qin · 0.35 · 1/2 ·DOAeration tank (3.7)
where DO is the Dissolved Oxygen. The factor (1/2 ·DOAeration tank) can be recognized
as the assumed oxygen concentration in the Return Activated Sludge (RAS).
The total amount of NO3−N and its equivalents to be consumed in the denitrification
tank is the sum of the necessary treatment amount, found in Step 1, and the oxygen de-
pletion equivalents, which effectively increases the necessary volume of the denitrification
tank:
(NO3−N)equiv, tot = NOx−N = (NO3−N)NO3 + (NO3−N)O2 (3.8)
Comments
An alternative method to account for the oxygen depletion is presented in the comments
in Step 5.
3.3. Step 3
In this step we will determine how much organic matter (BOD/COD) is consumed in the
denitrification tank. BOD is consumed for both the denitrification process and oxygen
respiration as well as for the biomass (sludge) production. Denitrification and oxygen
respiration effects are combined in NO3−Nequiv,tot from Step 2.
Cdenitrification = 2.86 ·NO3−Nequiv, degraded
CSP,COD = YNO3 ·NO3−Nequiv, degraded
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where YNO3 is the yield coefficient correlating sludge production and consumed organic
matter (in unit of CODbiomassNO3−Nequiv,degraded ). The yield coefficient in this model is by default set
to 1.4 [kg biomass produced per kg NO3−N consumed], which is based on an assumed
yield of 0.4 (kg biomass produced per kg organic matter consumed) and the stoichiomet-
ric equation 2.4. The index degraded refers to the carbonaceous matter that has been
biodegraded, since not all organic material is easily degradable or even soluble.
So the total consumption of biodegradable COD is:
Ctot = 2.86 ·NO3−Nequiv, degraded + 1.4 ·NO3−Nequiv, degraded
Ctot
[kg CODbiodegradable
d
]
= 4.26 ·NO3−Nequiv, degraded (3.9)
We can express this parameter as a consumption of BOD5 instead, as illustrated in
Appendix section A.1.1:
CODbiodegradable = 2.19 · BOD5
So equation 3.9 becomes:
Ctot
[kg BOD5
d
]
=
(4.26
2.19
)
·NOx−Nremoved
= 1.9 ·NOx−Nremoved (3.10)
3.3.1. C/N control
We must check that there is enough (biodegradable) organic matter in the denitrifying
reactor to sustain denitrification. The necessary ratio is determined to be > 5, as
represented by figure 3.2, otherwise the denitrification rate will not be optimal. The
control is defined as:
Incoming C/N: BODinNOx−Nremoved
> 5 (3.11)
3.4. Step 4
This section determines the total amount of sludge (biomass) produced. Two alternative
methods are available.
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Source Value
1. Inert 40 % of incoming SS
2. BOD 0.6 g TSS/g BOD5
3. NH4-N¸ 0.15 g TSS/g NH4−N
4. Chemical 3 g TSS/g Fe and 5 g TSS/g Al
Table 3.1.: Typical sizes of sludge sources
3.4.1. Standard method
Sludge production has four sources:
1. Inert and non-biodegradable parts of the incoming suspended solids
2. BOD load
3. Ammonium (NH4−N) load (not including assimilation)
4. Chemical sludge precipitation caused by addition of iron or aluminium
Typical quantitative values of these factors are given in table 3.1.
3.4.2. ATV-A 131 method
This method defines the sludge production rate as a function of BOD5 load, the ratio
between sludge and BOD concentrations in the inlet, sludge age and temperature. Sludge
age is again a function of the Sludge Production, so an iterative procedure is used to
solve both sludge age and production rate:
Π = BBOD ·
(
0.75 + 0.6 · XSS
CBOD
− (1− 0.2) · 0.17 · 0.75 · θc · FT1 + 0.17 · θc · FT
)
FT = 1.072(T−15)
⇓
Π = BBOD ·
(
0.75 + 0.6 · XSS
CBOD
− 0.102 · θc · 1.072
(T−15)
1 + 0.17 · θc · 1.072(T−15)
)
(3.12)
θc =
Vn ·XL
Π (3.13)
Π sludge production [kg/d]
BBOD BOD load [kg (BOD5)/d]
XSS concentration of Suspended Solids in inlet [mg/L = g/m3]
CBOD concentration of BOD in inlet [g/m3]
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FT temperature correction factor
θc sludge age (mean cell-residence time) [d]
Vn volume of nitrification tank
[
m3
]
XL concentration of MLSS (in reactor) [kg/m3]
Comments
This Step is implemented as Step 16 in the Excel spreadsheet.
3.5. Step 5
In this section we determine the rate of denitrification. This is dependent on the C/N
ratio
[
BODin
NOx−Nremoved
]
as found in Step 3 (3.3.1). Figure 3.2shows the design approach to
nitrification rate. With plentiful carbon source, the DN-rate is set to 3 g NOx−Nkg MLSS·h :
DN-rate =

3 for C/N ≥ 5
0.2 + 1415 (C/N− 2) for 2 < C/N < 5
0.2 for C/N ≤ 2
(3.14)
The MLSS concentration must be chosen, and given as a user input in ’Design Parame-
ters’. If upgrading an existing Active Sludge plant, the original MLSS concentration can
be used. In the case of a green-field plant design, the required MLSS concentration is
determined by settling tank design.
Comments
An alternative approach here would be to use Eq. 2.33 and to include the oxygen in
the Return Liquor directly in the estimation of the denitrification rate, thus replacing
“oxygen depletion equivalents” in Step 2, and giving the model a more intuitive outline.
3.6. Step 6
Determining the volume of the de-nitrification tank.
VDN =
(NOx−N)consumed
XL · rDN
(3.15)
VDN Volume denitrification tank
[
m3
]
XL MLSS concentration [kg MLSS/m3]
rDN rate of denitrification [kg NOx−N/kg MLSS·h]
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Figure 3.2.: Design denitrification rate as a function of C/N ratio
3.7. Step 7
Determining the volume of the nitrification tank. This step should be able to calculate
the volume for both cases of upgrade or green-field design, so it might be moved.
3.7.1. Upgrade volume
If the plant is to be upgraded, a total available volume will be given and we can simply
subtract the volume of the denitrification tank which we found in the previous step:
Vnitrif = Vtotal −VDN (3.16)
3.7.2. Green-field volume
If the model is to be used on a green-field design, we can determine the necessary
nitrification volume based on a specified carrier filling fraction, or on a design SRT.
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Design SRT
By specifying a desired Sludge Retention Time (SRT), or Sludge Age, we can simply
calculate the required nitrification volume by using equation 3.20, solving for VN :
VN =
SRTdesign · SP
XL
(3.17)
Thus it is possible to continue solving the rest of the model as normal.
Filling fraction
Combining equations 3.21, 3.28, 3.29 and 3.30, we can express the necessary nitrification
volume by:
VN =
MN,total
rNH4,actual · (AK1 · F) + rN,MLSS ·XL ·
(
24 h/d
1000
) (3.18)
VN =
MN,total
rNH4,actual · (AK1 · F) + rN,MLSS ·XL ·
(
24
1000
)
VN =

Vtotal,design −VDN for upgrade design
SRTdesign ·SP
XL
for green-field design
3.8. Step 8
In this section we determine the nitrification rate in the MLSS. The rate will be de-
pendent on relative amounts of autotrophic and heterotrophic biomass in the reactor,
which in turn is dependent on the C/N ratio that the MLSS is exposed to. Because
of recirculation and a steady-state assumption, the C/N ratio will be equal throughout
the bioreactor train. Therefore we will use the known C/N ratio of the influent to find
the nitrification rate. The correlation between C/N and nitrification rate used in this
model, is presented in table 3.2 and illustrated in figure 3.3. In the model, Excel fits an
exponential function to the given data. The function found for the data herein, is:
r = 5.9 · 0.73C/N (3.19)
where r is the nitrification rate. This function can be used for determining the nitrifi-
cation rate, but by default the model uses linear interpolation between the given data
points. Updated correlation data can easily be implemented by replacing the data points
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C/N N-rate
0.5 6.00
1 4.75
2 3.10
3 2.10
4 1.50
5 1.10
6 0.80
7 0.70
8 0.65
Table 3.2.: C/N influence on nitrification rate
Figure 3.3.: Nitrification rate in MLSS
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3.9. Step 9
This step determines the sludge age in the nitrification/aerobic tank:
SRTMLSS =
XL ·VN
SP (3.20)
SRT Sludge Retention Time (sludge age)
SP Sludge Production (rate)
Note that the ATV-A 131 method is applied in Step 16, which calculates a sludge based
on a slightly different sludge production.
3.10. Step 10
Determining how much NH4−N is removed in the MLSS:
NH4−NMLSS [kg N/d] = rN,MLSS ·
(
24 hd
)
·XL ·VN (3.21)
3.11. Step 11
Determine how much ammonium (NH4−N) needs to be removed by the biofilm:
MNH4−N [
kg N/d] = MN,total −MN,MLSS (3.22)
3.12. Step 12
This section determines the maximum nitrification rate in the biofilm. The following
equation expresses the nitrification rate in the biofilm, which is dependent on the oxygen
concentration and empirical coefficients (valid for a temperature of 10 ◦C):
rN,10 = k · (Sn)n
where:
Sn =
DO−DOdepletion
3.2 (3.23)
DOdepletion “depletion dissolved oxygen” depends on organic load and MLSS concentra-
tion, and must be provided
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C/N k
0.5 0.700
1 0.650
2 0.590
3 0.550
4 0.520
5 0.490
6 0.475
7 0.460
8 0.450
Table 3.3.: Nitrification rate coefficient
k nitrification rate coefficient, dependent on C/N ratio in the aerobic reactor,
correlation given by table 3.3 and figure 3.4.
The BOD load in the aerobic reactor is equal to the influent content, minus the BOD
consumption in the denitrification reactor in the case of pre-denitrification;
BODin, aerobic = BODin − BODconsumed in DN (3.24)
The C/N ratio is then:
(C/N)aerobic =
BODin, aerobic
NH4−Nin, aerobic
(3.25)
A temperature correction from 10 to 15 ◦C is given by:
rN,15 = 1.4 · rN,10 (3.26)
Comments
See also section 2.4.2.
3.13. Step 13
There is empirical evidence of an interrelationship between the nitrification taking place
in the biofilm and in the MLSS, which is dependent on the SRT MLSS. The higher the
SRT MLSS, the lower the fraction of nitrification taking place in the biofilm. This has
to be corrected for and it is proposed to use this corrected value for HYBAS design.
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Figure 3.4.: Nitrification rate coefficient
Figure 3.5.: Biofilm nitrification correction factor
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The actual nitrification rate is determined by a simple correction factor, K, which de-
pends on the C/N ratio. The relationship is presented in figure 3.5.
rNH4−N,actual = rNH4−N,max ·K (3.27)
3.14. Step 14
Determining necessary biofilm area:
Abiofilm =
Mnitrified, tot
rNH4,actual
(3.28)
Aspecific =
Abiofilm
VN
(3.29)
3.15. Step 15
Determine filling fraction of reactor, depending on type of carrier.
Example With the K1 carrier, which has a specific area of 500m−1, the necessary filling
fraction, F, of the nitrifying reactor would be:
F =
Aspecific
500m−1 (3.30)
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4. Excel HYBAS model
This section briefly describes the Excel HYBAS workbook which is created with basis in
the work done on this project. A short “instruction manual” and some examples of the
output from the model is shown. It is recommended, however, to open up the file and
experiment to fully understand the workings.
4.1. Description
There are currently two versions of the HYBAS model:
1. HYBAS model-SRT
2. HYBAS model-FillingFraction
The difference between them is indicated in their names; in number 1, it is possible
to choose a desired SRT when designing a “green-field” plant, while in number 2, you
can use a desired filling fraction of biocarriers to determine the volume of the tanks,
also when designing green-field plant. When upgrading an existing plant, only the total
volume is available, both SRT and filling fraction is determined automatically.
The workbook file consists of 4 sheets with distinct functions:
1. Design Parameters
a) Basic parameters about the plant to be designed is entered here; what comes
in, and what should go out.
b) Design intent is to move from Design Parameters directly to Results
2. Calc
a) The calculation sheet, where the actual model resides, with a layout corre-
sponding to the original presentation of the HYBAS model. It should be
possible to modify the model itself from this sheet.
3. Results
a) Intended as a practical place to collect interesting output from the model and
do further calculations on the results.
4. Parameter Study
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a) This sheet enables the ability to test variation of a chosen parameter and
output selected results in a matching column.
b) Clicking on a variable name pops up a dropdown-list that is used to select
the desired variable.
c) Clicking on the button “Study!” runs through the HYBAS model with the
chosen parameter variation and outputs the result in two columns.
d) This sheet can be further expanded to include more advanced functions.
4.1.1. Variable names
It has been attempted to consistently give spreadsheet cells names, so for example, when
referring to the design parameter Average flow, you can refer to “Q” instead of “ ’Design
Parameters’!D7 ”, thus making formulas easier to read, and collecting information faster
and more intuitive.
4.2. Parameter study example
The plant operator can control the concentration of the suspended solids in the reactor
by wasting and controlling the recycle ratios. For a design SRT of 5 days, the effect this
has on the required volume is plotted in figure 4.1.
By running the same XL variation several times, we can copy the resulting column and
collect them to plot several parameters in one, as shown in figure 4.2. This time an
upgrade situation has been selected, with a given total volume available. The model
first calculates the volume required for denitrification, and directly assigns the rest of
the volume to the nitrification tank, therefore the two curves are symmetric. This way
the required filling fraction for a system with two equally sized tanks can be found easily.
At one point, the volume of the nitrification tank is so large that the need for a biofilm
completely disappears, as illustrated with the filling fraction falling sharply.
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Figure 4.1.: XLvs. VN
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Tank volumes and filling fraction vs. MLSS
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Figure 4.2.: Tank volumes and filling fraction as a function of MLSS concentration
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5. Model testing
5.1. Introduction
This chapter will deal with the testing of the HYBAS model on the real-world example
of a pilot project performed in Örtofta, Sweden.[6] The Örtofta pilot study consisted of
three configurations and we will in this report study the first, namely configuration “a)
Two aerated reactors in series at 5 days SRT”.
This configuration consisted of two process trains, with two reactors in each, the first
reactor is for bulk BOD oxidization, and the second for nitrification. Return Activated
Sludge is pumped to reactor 1 from a clarifier after reactor 2. Wasting was also performed
from reactor 2 to control the sludge age. One train, referred to as the “Hybas”, had a
50% filling degree of biomedia carriers, type BiofilmChip-PTMin reactor 2. The second
process train, referred to as the “Reference”, is identical, but has no biomedia carriers
in reactor 2. The reactors are referred to as H1 & H2 for the Hybas train, and AS1 &
AS2 for the Reference/Active Sludge train. Figure 5.1 shows the process layout of both
systems.
H1 H2
Waste
Clarifier
Influent
RAS
Effluent
Figure 5.1.: Örtofta configuration a)
The volume of each tank was 77.3 liters, and the Hybrid reactor 2 contained 5109 Chip-P
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Tank volume Vr = 77.3 liter
Number of biofilm-carriers 5109
Chip-P area Achip = 68 cm2
Total biofilm area A = 34.7412m2
Table 5.1.: System design
biofilm-carriers, giving a total biofilm area of
A = 5109 · 68 cm2 = 34.7412m2
The pilot plant was run in this configuration between January 23rd and November 28th
2006. A lot of data about the influent, first and second reactors, RAS and eﬄuent, was
logged and collected in an Excel spreadsheet. Collected parameters of interest to us,
common to both the Reference and Hybrid systems:
• Flow rate for influent, RAS and Waste Activated Sludge
• pH, Temperature at all points
• Total COD, Total Nitrogen and BOD5 for influent and eﬄuent
• Soluble COD, ammonium, nitrite and nitrate at all points
• Total Suspended Solids (TSS), Volatile Suspended Solids (VSS) at all points
• DO in the two reactors
Specially for the Hybrid reactor number 2, containing biofilm-carrying media:
• Biofilm solids per chip
The relevant data was collected into a separate spreadsheet, named “Örtofta analysis.xls”
and derived parameters, such as the SRT and nitrification rates, are calculated within
this new spreadsheet. Details about the calculation method of these parameters are
presented in the following sections.
5.2. Data filtering
The goal of this pilot plant was to determine design/performance relationships for the
HYBASTMprocess, determine optimal operating conditions for a hybrid system, investi-
gate effects of ammonium loading on nitrification rate, research a model for nitrification
and growth kinetics of biofilms, and to determine ratio of nitrifiers on the media and in
the sludge phase.
At certain times the observed parameter values were unsuitable for this analysis, either
because of nitrification-hostile environment, or unphysical values, caused by natural
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variation, mechanical failures or manual modifications done in order to experiment with
load responses. This instability made it necessary to filter out unwanted data points
to get a set of observations that can be compared to the HYBASTMmodel. Table 5.4
summarizes the filtering criteria used. The following list comments on select parameters:
Temperature was controlled to maintain around 10 ◦C in both reactors, in both systems.
The variation of this temperature is quite small, but actual temperature has been
taken into account when comparing theoretical versus observed nitrification rates.
No filtering applied.
AS1 AS2 H1 H2
Mean 10.4992 10.7595 10.6334 10.9686
Std.dev. 2.0282 1.8975 2.2145 2.2390
Table 5.2.: Temperature statistics
pH was controlled to stay between 7.2 and 7.8 to not inhibit nitrification using a
NaHCO3 solution above 7.2 pH. A few data rows indicate a pH below 6.5 and
these have been filtered out.
Flowrate,Q is the combination of influent flowrate, and RAS flowrate. The recycle ratio
was ran at about 1, meaning the RAS flowrate was almost equal to the influent
flowrate at all times. Due to pump failures, power outage or efforts to stabilize
sludge properties, data rows that do not have a flow rate between 125 and 145 l/h
have been filtered.
DO or Dissolved Oxygen in the reactors has been actively controlled to maintain around
3 mg/l in the Active Sludge tanks (AS1, AS2 and H1) and 5 mg/l in the Hybrid tank
(H2). Statistics show that the mean is close to these goals and that the DO has
a small variation. However, to have comparable Hybrid and Reference systems,
insufficient DO has been filtered out.
AS1 AS2 H1 H2
Mean 3.5436 3.2583 3.5527 4.9045
Std.dev. 1.3902 1.0097 1.3038 0.9675
Table 5.3.: DO statistics
This filtering reduces the number of data points from 263, to 60 and 37 for the Reference
and Hybrid systems, respectively.
Start-up problems with this pilot plant can be visualized by looking at the biofilm solids,
or the amount of nitrifying bacteria on the biofilm-carriers, over time, as seen in figure
5.2. Arguably, data from before 1st of May could be strictly ignored as the biofilm was
not fully developed, but the filtering criteria based on parameters results in selecting
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Parameter Criteria
pH pH > 6.5
Q 125 < Q < 145
DO
AS1 AS2 H1 H2
Minimum DO 2.0 2.5 3.5 4.5
Table 5.4.: Data filtering criteria
only 4 data rows from before 3rd of May, indicating that this dynamic filtering approach
is sufficient.
5.2.1. Application in Excel
Figure 5.3.: Two sets of sheets, one set un-
filtered and one filtered
The selected (unfiltered) data from the
original Örtofta Excel spreadsheet is
copied into two sheets; “Reference” and
“Hybrid” in a new file. The filtered data,
row by row, is copied by a ’macro’ com-
mand into two new sheets; “Reference Se-
lection” and “Hybrid Selection”. All calculations are done on the “Reference” and “Hy-
brid” sheets, so that the “...Selection” sheets are only a practical way to look at the
filtered data, but not manipulate them.
The filtering is done by first creating a column that checks whether all filtering criteria
(Table 5.4) are upheld and prints out “OK” in that case, designating this data row as
valid data for the analysis. The check is a logical IF-loop, programmatic in nature and
not easily readable since it refers to column names, as seen in figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4.: Filtering column in Excel
In this example, the IF-logic can be read as “If Flowrate is larger than 125 AND Flowrate
is less than 145, AND DO in reactor 1 is larger than 2, AND DO in reactor 2 is larger
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Biofilm solids over time
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Figure 5.2.: Biofilm solids over time
than 2.5, AND pH in both reactors is larger than 6.5; then OK”.
A ’macro’ is a series of commands that can be performed by Excel automatically. In this
case, a simple macro was designed to copy all rows marked “OK” into the “...Selection”
sheets. This macro is called ’CopySelected’ and is reachable by hitting Ctrl-O on the
keyboard. The macro does not currently check if the row is marked “OK”, it only copies
manually defined rows, so selecting different filtering criteria can be cumbersome.
5.2.2. Noise and inconsistencies
There is a large amount of variation in the data from Örtofta, noise and inconsistencies
which can be harmful for this type of analysis, in which it is a goal to find correlation
between two parameters, when every parameter is heavily correlated with several other
parameters.
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One special concern when dealing with microorganisms is the fact that they have a
long response time compared to mechanical systems. In this study, the response time is
neglected, as every logged value is directly compared to each other within a very short
time frame, corresponding to one row in the Excel data log. This results in invalid
data when rapid load changes, for example, occur. One example is the data log at
19thApril 11:05, when, as commented by the responsible, a pump failure caused a spike
in ammonium loading, which leads to a very low C/N ratio into the system, while the
nitrification rate further downstream was not visibly affected, creating the effect of an
apparently high nitrification rate at low C/N.
Figure 5.5 shows the ammonia concentration in the eﬄuent from the Reference system;
these data are unfiltered. The ellipsis envelops the time period 8. may to 22. may
and shows a sudden increase in ammonia-nitrogen concentration. Assuming ammonia
concentration in eﬄuent is the same for RAS, this ammonia concentration is transported
back to reactor 1. Figure ?? shows the same Eﬄuent ammonia concentration (red),
together with the ammonia Load on AS2 (green) and AS1 (blue), with individual scales.
It is assumed that such sudden increases will cause an oscillation in the system, but which
a direct comparison, row by row, can not pick up on, causing apparent inconsistencies.
Relatively slow changes or constant values is preferred in such an analysis, but difficult
to obtain in a full-scale experiment.
5.3. Analysis
5.3.1. Derived Parameters
SRT
Solids Retention Time (SRT) represent the average time (residence time) that a bacteria
spends within the system, because of recycling.
θ = X · VSP (5.1)
where:
X Solids concentration in system, that is, TSS (Total Suspended Solids) in
reactor 1 and 2.
V Total volume of reactors. V = constant = 2 · 77.3 liter = 154.6 liter[l]
SP Sludge Production from the system. Basically eﬄuent TSS plus TSS in
waste-flow from reactor 2, multiplied with respective flowrates [g/d]
For the hybrid system, the biofilm solids are added to the TSS, so that
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Figure 5.5.: Ammonia concentration in AS-eﬄuent/RAS
θhybrid =
(TSSH1 + TSSH2) · V +mbiofilm
Qe · TSSe +Qw · TSSH2 (5.2)
where:
mbiofilm biofilm solids mass [g]
Qe,Qw Flowrate eﬄuent and waste, respectively [l/d]
The mass of the biofilm is sparsely measured, about once a week or less, but its value
has been interpolated, as figure 5.2 illustrates.
Load
Loads represent the amount of mass per time entering the system or part of the system.
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L = Q · C (5.3)
where
L Load [g/d]
Q Flowrate into system [l/d]
C Concentration of loading substance [g/l]
Rate of consumption
Rates of consumption of substances is generally the concentration difference between
inlet and outlet, multiplied by the flowrate:
r = −∆C ·Q = (Cin − Cout) ·Q (5.4)
5.3.2. MLSS nitrification
The Hybas model estimates the nitrifying capability of the MLSS (Mixed-Liquor Sus-
pended Solids) at 10 ◦C by means of an empirically designed N-rate vs. C/N curve.
Figure 5.6 shows a plot of the (filtered) nitrification rates in reactor AS2, vs the Car-
bon/Nitrogen ratio (Total Carbon / NH4-N) into the biological system. This figure also
includes a plot of the Hybas model’s proposed correlation curve. For sake of comparison,
the horizontal axis is cut at C/N = 9, leaving out 4 points.
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Nitrification vs C/N
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Figure 5.6.: Nitrification in AS2 vs. C/N into AS1
Figure 5.7 is a plot of the nitrification rate in unit of g NH4-Nm3·h .
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AS2 Nitrification rate
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Figure 5.7.: Nitrification in AS2 vs. C/N
The plots shows that the model estimation and observed data follows a similar trend,
but the data contains significant outliers. A temperature correction using equation 5.5
and the temperature in reactor 2, is plotted in figure 5.8.
r10 = rT · 1.072(10−T ) (5.5)
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Nitrification vs C/N
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Figure 5.8.: Temperature corrected nitrification rate in AS2
5.3.3. Biofilm nitrification
Observed nitrification
Estimation of the nitrification in the biofilm is done by comparing the nitrification rate
in AS2 and in H2:
• Concentration difference over H2 and concentration difference over AS2 is calcu-
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lated:
∆SAS2
∆SH2
• The higher concentration difference over H2 is assumed to be caused by the biofilm:
∆Sbiofilm = ∆SH2 −∆SAS2
• The nitrification rate of the biofilm is then found by evaluating the flowrate and
area of the biofilm:
rbiofilm =
∆Sbiofilm ·Q
Abiofilm
Expected nitrification
The expected, or theoretical, nitrification rate is calculated as described in section 2.4.2,
using values for k and K as in the HYBAS model, Step 12 and Step 13, respectively.
Please note that in most cases, the rate-limiting substrate was determined to be oxygen,
done automatically by the Excel spreadsheet.
Referring to figure 3.4, which shows the theoretical correlation between nitrification rate
in biofilm and the incoming C/N ratio to the aerobic reactor; figure 5.9 plots a calculated
value, or the expected nitrification rate, according to the HYBAS model, based on data
provided from Örtofta. The trend is a decrease in nitrification rate with increasing C/N
ratio, as expected. Severe noise is present however, possibly caused by fluctuating pH
and flow rates, making it difficult to use this as a verification of the HYBAS model.
Impact of SRT
θH2 =
TSSH2 · VH2 +mbiofilm
SP (5.6)
The HYBAS model predicts that the biofilm nitrification rate should decrease as the
SRT of the MLSS increases, as according to figure 3.5. Figure 5.10 shows how the
HYBAS model predicts the nitrification rate in the biofilm, plotted versus SRT, using
the data from Örtofta. As from before, some noise is present, but the correlation is
excellent. Next, the observed nitrification rate in the biofilm was also plotted against
SRT, see figure 5.11. Apparently the theory and empirii do not match, and the observed
data even indicates an increase of nitrification with increasing SRT. However, the biofilm
nitrification is only an estimate, and the upwards trend might indicate that the estimate
is in fact including nitrification in the MLSS.
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Biofilm nitrification rate vs. C/N into H2
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Figure 5.9.: Biofilm nitrification rate plotted against C/N into H2
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Expected biofilm vs SRT
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Figure 5.10.: Expected nitrification rate vs SRT
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Biofilm nitrification rate, observed vs. SRT
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Figure 5.11.: Observed biofilm nitrification vs SRT
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5.4. Summary
Some consistency between HYBAS model and observed data was found in MLSS nitri-
fication. Numerous unknown factors and strong fluctuations makes it hard to prove or
disprove the model, but the proposal of a K-factor correlating nitrification in biofilm
with SRT of the MLSS was shown to be weak or erroneous, assuming the estimated
biofilm nitrification was relatively correct.
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6. Conclusion
The first aim of the project was to outline the existing knowledge of the Activated-Sludge
and MBBR processes with regard to dimensioning of these systems for nitrification,
denitrification and bulk BOD-removal. This was accomplished during the entire length
of the project by literature study and guidance from Professor Hallvard Ødegaard. The
work-load was reduced by focusing on configurations relevant to the HYBAS model.
The second aim was to develop a computer-model directly based on the original HYBAS
dimensioning model proposed by Hallvard Ødegaard. At the very start of the project
it was discussed whether this model should be created in Matlab R©Simulink or as an
Excel R©spreadsheet. A Simulink model would be visual and have a powerful back-end,
but would require the end-user to have a Matlab installation. The use of Excel was
determined to be the more approachable alternative as it would also allow sharing be-
tween professor and student during the work. A working spreadsheet was successfully
developed during the first part of the project. The spreadsheet serves as an illustrative
example of the HYBAS model and allows the end-user to experiment with parameters
and further develop the HYBAS model.
The third aim was to evaluate the HYBAS model using a real-world full-scale plant
under construction, but data was not obtained for this purpose. Instead, data from a
HYBAS pilot plant in Örtofta, Sweden, was used. A few HYBAS model components
were tested against the results obtained from the pilot plant. MLSS nitrification proves
to follow a similar trend as the model, but no quantitative results could be obtained.
Biofilm nitrification was attempted to estimate by comparing the Hybrid and Reference
systems, but no consistent trends could be detected. It is possible sharp fluctuations in
ammonia, DO, pH and flow rates caused oscillations in the system, making a steady-state
assumption too weak for a consistent analysis.
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A. Calculations
A.1. Kinetics of the BOD reaction
Biochemical Oxygen Demand is the most widely used parameter of organic content in
wastewater. The method to measure BOD involves measuring the dissolved oxygen used
by microorganisms in the oxidation of organic matter in a test sample. This reaction is
slow and theoretically takes an infinite time to finish, and is expressed as a first-order
reaction rate:
dLt
dt
= −kLt
where Lt is the amount of BOD remaining in the water sample at time t, and k is the
reaction rate constant. Integrating this equation yields:
lnLt
t
|
0
= −kt
Lt
L
= e−kt (A.1)
where L is the amount of BOD at time t = 0, i.e. the initial BOD content in the sample.
The amount of BOD exerted after t days is:
BODt = L− Lt = L
(
1− e−kt
)
(A.2)
A widely used version of the BOD parameter is the 5-day BOD; the amount of BOD
exerted after 5 days, which can be expressed as:
BOD5 = L− L5 = L
(
1− e−5k
)
The constants in this equation, L and k must be determined by a time-series mea-
surement of the BOD and performing a regressional analysis, such as the least-squares
method.
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A.1.1. Biodegradable COD as a function of 5-day BOD
Chemical Oxygen Demand or COD is another test used to measure the content of organic
matter in wastewater. A strong chemical oxidizing agent is used in an acidic medium, in
order to measure the oxygen equivalent of the organic matter. The COD test is a much
faster test than the BOD; typically 3 hours instead of 5 or 7 days in the case of BOD.
However, the COD test does not distinguish between easily soluble and biodegradable
organic matter and the inert organic content. In many cases it is necessary to know the
carbonaceous content that is readily available to the microorganisms.
The biodegradable COD is theoretically equivalent to the BOD as measured after an
infinite amount of time;
CODbiodegradable = BOD∞
Using equation A.2 we can relate the biodegradable COD to the 5-day BOD as follows:
CODbiodegradable
BOD5
= BOD∞BOD5
=
lim
t→∞
(
1− e−kt
)
1− e−5k =
1
1− e−5k (A.3)
A typical value in the case of polluted wastewater for k is 0.23d−1 at 20 ◦C .[1] An
approximate temperature correction can be made by an equation derived from the van’t
Hoff-Arhenius relationship;
kT = k20θ(T−20) (A.4)
where kT is the rate constant at temperature T . A value of θ valid in the temperature
range between 4 and 20 ◦C is 1.135 and for 20 to 30 ◦C the value should be set equal to
1.056:
θ =
{
1.135 if T(4, 20)
1.056 if T(20, 30)
So correcting to a temperature of 15 ◦C we get:
k15 = 0.23d−1 · 1.135(15−20) = 0.122 d−1 (A.5)
And the ratio of A.3 thus becomes:
BOD∞
BOD5
= 11− e−5·0.122 ≈ 2.19
⇓
CODbiodegradable = 2.19 · BOD5 (A.6)
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The value of k here is given as an example to illustrate the methods used to calculate the
COD and BOD relationship, as used in the HYBAS model. The reaction rate constant
is strongly dependent on wastewater characteristics and is supplied as a user input to
the model.
c = 4.3 ·
(
1− e−5kT
)
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